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However in reality it loses water by evaporation via the cut surfaces and becomes dehydrated. Simply, will the
effect of the action of osmosis be affected by the concentration of the solution. Make one salt water solution,
one sugar water solution, and for the third solution, simply use tap water. The one in the salty solution will
have shrunk, indicating that water is diffusing from a less concentrated solution to a more concentrated
solution. Length - the decrease in length is also due to the movement of water molecules via osmosis.
Hypothesis: Osmosis is the movement of water across the membrane from an area of high concentration to an
area of low concentration. In a high concentration of water the amount of solute e. There is no net loss or gain
of water by osmosis. An example would be the kangaroo rat in a dry environment, which has adapted its body
by having a long loop of Henle in the inner medulla to maximise urine concentration and conserve water.
Keywords Hypertonic â€” is when the water outside of the cell is lower than that inside. But in a low
concentration of water the amount of solute e. You can use potatoes to set up osmosis experiments for students
of all ages and levels. They will all the same weight. To do this I will conduct an experiment. Then, have them
calculate the changes in the lengths and diameters of the cylinders, and plot the saline concentrations versus
the changes. Potatoes are full of both water and starch, and will gain water when immersed in watery
solutions. The osmosis continues until the solute concentrations are equal in both areas. This is because there
will be a higher sucrose concentration in the potato chip so water will go into the potato from the solution.
Remove the strips after 15 minutes and dab on tissue. I shall be observing how the mass of the potato chip
changes in different concentrations of glucose solutions. And if the cell would be in a isotonic environment,
then the cell would turn flaccid and wilt. Prediction I predict that when the sucrose concentration is low the
potato chip will gain mass.


